Chafer fuel comparison table

Shared Benefits

Handy Wick

Handy Gel

Handy Solid

South African company and brand

Flame corporation is the sole
manufacturer of this chafer fuel type in
South Africa

Methanol based fuel in a gel consistency

Methanol based fuel – in a solid “paste”
consistency

Brand name, quality products

Safest chafer fuel available in any
market

Packaged in cases of 24’s and 72’s, 5
litre bags (papsak), 5 litre bottles, and 5
litre tubs

High heat - no soot residue or build up

Ease of use packaging

Uses a clean burning fuel that is
non-flammable

195 grams nett per tin - 3 hour burn
time

Packaged in cases of 24’s and 72’s and 5
litre tubs

All packaging is resealable so wastage
is limited and can be used for more than
one event or function

Non-spill design – sealed tin with screw
top lid and wick thereby eliminating free
liquid spills

Handy Fill – 4 X 5 litre bags (papsak) per
box - equivalent to approximately 80 tins

195 grams nett per tin - 3 hour burn
time

Soot free

WILL NOT burn if spilled

5 litre tubs and bottles – equivalent to
approximately 20 tins per tub/bottle

5 litre tubs - equivalent to approximately
80 tins – 3 hour burn time

Lights easily, burns evenly throughout
burn cycle

Hottest burn heat

Available in red and blue

Available in red

Adjustable wick giving the right heat for
every food setting
No product evaporation between settings
Packaged in cases of 36 - 3 hour and 6
hour burn times - with a twist cap
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